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1. INTRODUCTION 
This work grew out of our investigations of the infinitely generated 
subgroups of finitely presented groups. A useful technique for embedding 
countable groups with sufficiently nice local properties into finitely presented 
groups was introduced in [l]. This technique was then applied in [ 1, 21 to 
prove that every countable locally polycyclic group and every countable 
metabelian group can be embedded in a finitely presented group. 
It became apparent from [2] that effective methods in commutative 
algebra could be extended to group rings of polycyclic groups and then used 
to embed certain groups in finitely presented groups. In this paper these 
extensions are carried out with the consequent application that every coun- 
table locally abelian-by-nilpotent group can be embedded in a finitely 
presented group. 
Much of the effective commutative algebra we require seems to be known. 
(See for instance [6, 9, 14, 171.) Unfortunately a systematic account is not 
available. In particular we need a proof of the Hilbert basis theorem which 
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can be extended to modules over group rings of nilpotent grou 
dingly we include an exposition of the necessary material 
commutative case. Some of the resultant algorithms seem to be new even in 
the commutative case. For instance, we obtain an algorithm whereby one can 
determine whether a finitely presented module over a finitely generates 
commutative ring is finitely generated as an abelian grou 
somewhat different lines we apply one of the aigoriehm 
prove that Gk(n, R) can be embedded in a finitely presented group, 
is an arbitrary countable commutative ring. 
Finally we show that various algorithmic questions in bomo~og~ca~ alg 
can be effectively answered. In particular we prove that if G is a polyc 
if M is any finitely presented ~G-rn~dl~~e 
.(G, M) (n = 0, I,&...) can be effectively corn 
2. EFFECTIVE METHODS FOR MsmL~s 
2.1. In [5] Hall has shown that if G is a 
(= polycyclic-by-finite) group, then any finitely generat 
is Noetherian. Of course this is equivalent to the assertion that Z 
omanovskii [ 15, Lemma 21 sketches the 
Hilbert basis theorem for integer polyno 
his results to metabelian groups. Jn this section omanovskii’s methods are 
applied to obtain an effective version of Hall’s result. In ad 
rather general effectiveness results for modules over certain 
rings. ur exposition has profited from the work of 
obtains an effective version of Hilbert’s basis theorem. 
be a ring. All modules under consideration will 
is an R-module generated by a,,..., ia4, then we express this 
M = mod, (a, ,...) a,). 
If F is the free R-module with basis r I ,.*., (, , then every f E F can be written 
uniquely in the form 
.f=51r,+-+S,r, (1) 
ernel K of the homomorphism 1+4 of F onto M defined by 4: Ti I+ i~: 
,q) is the submodule of F generated by wl(tl,*.., c&) ,..., w,(<, ,.*.) <,) 
(where the ~~(5, ,..<, 5,) are given explicitly in the form (I)), then we write 
zz (a 1 P-*-Y a4 9 . Wl@l ,..-, a&.., w,(a, ,‘.‘, a,>> (21 
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for the corresponding presentation of M. If R is right Noetherian, then every 
finitely generated R-module M has a finite presentation in the form (2) where 
the number of relations p is finite. By Hall’s results this is the case for 
R = ZG where G is a poly-cyclic-by-finite group. If M is presented as in (2), 
an R-linear combination of the form a, Y, + a2 r2 + ... + a,r, (rt E R) will be 
called a word of M. 
We will deal largely with rings R which are computable in the sense of 
Rabin [ 121. Roughly, R is computable means the distinct elements of R form 
a recursive set (in some labelling) and the ring operations are partial 
recursive functions (with respect to that labelling). In case R is a finitely 
generated ring, it is easy to verify, as Rabin does for groups, that R is 
computable if and only if the word problem for R is recursively solvable. 
Let M be a finitely presented R-module given .as in (2). Membership in a 
submodule L is decidable if there is a recursive procedure which determines 
for an arbitrary word u of M whether or not u belongs to L (i.e., represents 
an element of L). 
If R is a right Noetherian ring, then any finitely generated R-module M is 
finitely presented and submodules of M are always finitely generated, hence 
finitely presented. An R-module M over a right Noetherian ring R will be 
called submodule computable if there are recursive procedures which, when 
applied to a finite set {zlr ,..., v,} of words of M, yields (1) a finite presen- 
tation of the submodule L of M generated by {v, ,..., un} on the given 
generators; and (2) an algorithm to decide membership in L. The ring R will 
be called submodule computable if R is computable and right Noetherian and 
if finitely presented R-modules M are submodule computable uniformly in 
the presentation for M. 
For example any computable field is submodule computable by standard 
techniques of linear agebra. Also the ring of integers Z is submodule 
computable because of standard proofs of the structure theorem for finitely 
generated abelian groups combined with the following result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a computable, right Noetherian ring. Assume that 
Jinitely generated free modules F are submodule computable uniform& in 
their standard presentations F = (r 1 ,..., c&; 4). Then the ring R is submodule 
computable. 
Proof: Let M be a finitely presented module given as in (2). Take F to be 
free with basis c r ,..., {, mapping onto M via the homomorphism 4 defined by 
4: & b ai (i = I,..., q) as above. As before, denote the kernel of $ by K, so 
that K is the submodule of F generated by wr(c, ,..., &) ,..., w,(c, ,..., r,). 
Consider a finite set {vl(a, ,..., a9) ,..., v,(a, ,..., a,)} of words of M, and let L 
denote the submodule they generate. Observe that the submodule L= #-l(L) 
of F is generated by the elements 
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E= (VI )...) v,, w, ).*-) wp; zl,.... %J 
where the zi are words in the given generators. bus L z (VI )Ive) v,: 
wi ,-**9 wp; Zl T.‘.> zt, w, ,..., w,,). Now applying a simple “ 
mation” we obtain L z (v, ,.-., v,; z; ,..., z:), where z; is obtained from zi by 
re~ia~~ng wi by 0 (i = l,..., t). 
Let U(a, ,-) a,) be an arbitrary word of M. To decide u(ck, ,..‘, 
fir e that u(al ,..., a,) E L if and only if a(<, ,.O~L &J E E. 
Sk.3 computable, we have available an ai~orit~m to 
~ond~t~on~ This completes the proof. # 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a submodule computable r&g. Let be awaited 
presented R-module, and let L, N be submod~~es of given by $nite sets o/ 
words of M which generate them. Then there is a recursive dwe to 
decide whetter or not L = N and to find finite sets of gener for the 
s~brn~d~~es L -I- N and L ~7 N. The procedure is un~@?or in the given bats. 
suppose M is given as in (2) and t 
L = mod&, ,..*, UJ and N= mod,(u,,..., v,), where the ui)s and vi)s 
words of M. To determine whether or not L = N sirn~~y use the algorit 
given by the hypothesis that R is submodule corn utable to decide w~etbe~ 
each generator of one lies in the other. 
Clearly, L + N is generated by {u, ,..-, u,, U, ,GO., U, 1. To find a set of 
generators for L ~3 N we proceed as follows: a ask ~0~5~5~~~~s~ theme 
asserts that the quotient map v: III-+ M/N restricts to a ~~rn~rn~r~~ 
L+(L+N)/NcM/N h aving kernel L n N. To obtain a ~res~ntati 
N we need only add {Us,..., v,} to the relations for 
s~bmod~ie computable, we can effectively find a resentat~on for (L -!- N>/N 
on the given generators {ul ,*.., u,, v,,..., v,], say 
(L -/- N)/NE (q, . . . . u,, vi,..., vn; zlsz2p...~z;). 
ut then we also have 
(L + N)/N z (u, ,..., u,; z; )‘**9 z;)p 
where z; is obtained from zi by replacing uj’s by 0. Now the 
L + (IL + N)/N has the property that W(U~(CZ~ ,...l a,)) = ui (i = I,..., E) 
ker v = k n N. Thus, if we let z; be the word obtained from z:(u, ,.~.3 
replacing the symbols uj by uj(al )..., a,), it follows th +Y,-., %;I generate 
k n N. This procedure is clearly uniform in the data. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a submodule computable ring, and let L and M be 
finitely presented R-modules given by finite presentations. Then there is a 
recursive procedure to determine of an arbitrary function w from the given 
generators of M to words of L whether or not w defines an R-module 
homomorphism; if so the procedure yields a set of generators for the kernel 
of li/ and determines whether ly defines a monomorphism or an epimorphism 
(hence also an isomorphism). The procedure is uniform in the given data. 
Proof Suppose that M is given as in (2) and that the words 
v/(al),..., v/(a,) in the generators of L are given. Set ui = yl(bi) (i = l,..., q). 
By hypothesis M and L are both submodule computable uniformly in their 
presentations. To decide whether w determines a homomorphism compute 
V(Wi(a, T-9 a,)) = ~~(2.4~ ,..., u4) (i = l,..., p) and decide whether these words 
are all equal to 0 in L (i.e., belong to the trivial submodule). If not, w is not 
an R-homomorphism; if so then w is R-homomorphism. For the remainder of 
the proof we may suppose that I+U is an R-homomorphism. Now w(M) is the 
submodule of L generated by {ui,..., u4}, so by the submodule computability 
of L we can effectively find a presentation 
v/(M) = (u * ,-**, us; z1(u1 >--*, Q..., z&Q ,..‘, uq)). 
Since ‘y: M+ v(M) G L is defined by w(a,) = ui (i = l,..., q), the kernel of w 
is generated by the zi(a, ,..., a,) for 1 < i < t. Also w is monomorphism if and 
only if each zi(a, ,,.., aJ = 0 in M f or 1 < i ,< t. But this condition can be 
effectively checked using the submodule computability of M. Finally to 
decide whether IJY is an epimorphism, use the submodule computability of L 
to decide whether each of the given generators of L lies in w(M). This 
completes the proof. I 
Before considering the case of group rings, we pause to give the arguments 
for polynomial rings in our general setting. The group ring arguments are 
minor variations on the same theme. 
The polynomial ring in the indeterminant x over R is denoted R[x]. 
Suppose that F is the free R[x]-module of rank q with basis <, ,..., C& 
(q < co), and let P, be the R-submodule of F generated by <i ,..., c&. Then 
any f E F can be uniquely written in the form 
f = co + Cl x + c*x2 + ‘. . + C[Xl, (3) 
where the ci E F, (i = O,..., I). If cI # 0 we say f is of degree 1 in x and write 
I = deg(f). In this case, c, is the leading coefficient ofJ 
LEMMA 2.4. Let R be a submodule computable ring; let F be the free 
R [xl-module with basis <, ,..., 6 (q < co), and let F, be the R-submodule of F 
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generated by < 1 ,..-, &. Let N be the R~x~-s~bmod~~e of P generated by 
iv 1 ,**-> v, 1, and fix a natural number d >, the m~xim~m o,f the degrees in x of 
v, 9~.D> v n* Then there is an recursive procedure to e~~~rge {v, 3-Y vn] to Q 
@finite subset S SC N with the properties: 
(a) S generates N as an R[x]-submodule ofF, 
(b) ifs E S then &g(s) < d, 
(c) gf E N and deg(f) < d then f E mod,(S), 
(d) ifs E S and deg(s) < d, then s x E S. 
The ~roced~re is un@orm in the given data.. 
ProoJ Let S, = (21~ ,..ss v,) and let I., = mod, 
submodule of F consisting of elements of P of 
Then is generated as an R-module by {<,xj: 0 < j < d and 1 ,< i < qi. 
Suppose inductively that Si has been found effectively, and la = mod, (SJ. 
Since R Is submodule computable, by Lemma 22 we can e tively find a 
finite set Ti of generators for the R-submodule M n Li. Define 
Sj+ I = (f xi: f E Si U Ti mnd deg(f 1 x’) Q d)* 
Then Sit 1 clearly has properties (a), (b), and (d). Put Lit 1 = mod, (Si+ l)* 
Again using Lemma 2.2, decide whether or not Li+ I = ei. Continue 
above mductive procedure until Lj+ r = Ei occurs (recall that W is ri 
Noetherian). Then set S = Si+ *. Nate that by ~o~st~~ctio~ S contains a set 
of R-module generators for Mn mod,(S) because Ti c 
Li = Li+ r = mod,(S). Also observe that aPI of the above tak 
the free R-module p;d having R-basis i&x-‘: 0 <J< d and 1 < i < qj. Thus 
our procedures are uniform by Lemma 2.2. 
We have yet to verify condition (c). Su pose f = )&s s h, where 
h, E R[x] has deg(f) < d. Let m be the maxi m of the degrees of the 
polynomials h, in x. If deg(s) < d and deg(h,) for some s E S, then we 
can use property (d) to reduce deg(h,) without sturbing the other h, fOF 
deg(l) < deg(s) and without increasing m. Hence we can suppose that 
deg(s) ( d only if deg(h,) < 0. If m < 0, then each h, E R SOS E mod,(S) as 
desired. Suppose m > 0, and let rs E R be the coeffkient of xm in h, (of 
course r, = 8 if deg(h,) < m). Since deg(f) <d and m > 0, it fohows that 
c se.5 s rs has degree strictly less than d. Co equently Csss s r‘s E 
ilgf~ mod,(S). By construction S contains a set of -module generators for 
M n mod,(S), and these have degree strictly less than d. 
elements cp, E R such that CSES s . r, = xses s . a, and a, = 0 if de&) = d. 
Then replacing rs by a, in each h, as the ~oe~~~e~t of X, giving a new 
~o~ynorn~a~ hi, one has f = Cses s hi where deg(s) < a if deg hi = m. NOW 
the maximum of the degrees of the hi can be reduced to strictly less t 
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by using property (d) as before. Repeating the procedure at most m times, 
one finds that f E mod,(S) as desired. 1 
This completes the proof of the lemma, but we observe that the proof 
yields easily the following: 
COROLLARY 2.5. Assume the notation is as in Lemma 2.4. Then there is 
an effective procedure which yields (1) a finite presentation for N in terms of 
the generators S and a finite presentation of N on the generators {v, ,..., v,}; 
(2) a finite set of generators for the R-submodule FO n N, and (3) an 
algorithm to decide membership in N. The procedure is uniform in the given 
data. 
ProoJ The final part of the proof of Lemma 2.4 shows that the finite set 
consisting of a finite set of R-module defining relations for mod,(S) together 
with the relations s . x = t, where s, t E S and deg(s) < d as in property (d) 
constitutes a set of R[x]-module defining relations for N = mod,,,,(S). This 
gives the desired presentation for N in terms of the generators for S. Now 
{V 1 ,***> v,} s S, say S = {vr ,..., v,, u, ,..., ul}, and {vr ,..., v,} generates N. 
Thus, for suitable words zj(v, ,..., v,) (j = l,..., Z) which are R[x]-linear 
combinations of the vI)s, the equations uj = zj(vl ,..., v,) (j= l,..., I) are 
deducible from the above presentation in terms of S. Using the computability 
of R[x], these equations can be effectively found by enumerating all conse- 
quences of the given relations. These equations uj = zj(v, ,..., v,) (j = l,..., E) 
can then be used to eliminate the uj’s and obtain a presentation on the ~1)s 
above. This gives (1). 
Now FO f7 N= F, n mod,(S), so (2) follows from the submodule 
computability of R and Lemma 2.4 applied to the free R-module Fd above. 
Finally, let f E F. To decide whether f E N choose d > maximum of the 
degrees off and v I ,..., v, . Because of condition (c) of Lemma 2.4 and the 
choice of d, f E N if and only if f E Mod,(S). Thus (3) follows from the 
submodule computability of R. I 
Now if R is computable, it is clear that R[x] is also computable. Thus 
combining Hilbert’s basis theorem with Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 and 
Corollary 2.5 we’have proved the following: 
THEOREM 2.6. Let R be a submodule computable ring. Then the 
polynomial ring R[x] is submodule computable. I 
Applying this result in the commutative case we have the following result: 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose the commutative ring A is submodule 
computable. Then anyJnitely generated commutative A-algebra is submodule 
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computable (un~@ormly ilz a finite presentation for the A-a~gebraj. In 
~arti~~~ar~ a jkitely generated commutative ring is sub 
Proo$ epeated application of Theorem 2.6 yieI 
polynomial ring over A in several indetermi~a~ts 
compntable~ Now the rings A[x, ,..., x,] are t 
c~mmntat~v~ A-algebras, so the theorem is an im 
following general result: 
LEMMA 2.8. If R is a submodule commutable ring (not ~e~es~~r~~,~ 
~omm~tat~v~) and if I is a two-sided ideal in 
c~m~~tab~e. 
PTOQ$ Since R is right Noetherian, the ideal d is whitely generate 
is %I. I >..-, ecause I is a submodule of R 
membership in I is decidable. Thus R/I 
Clearly R/I is right Noetherian. Suppose 
finite presentation 
A4 = (al ).*., a,; w,(a, ,...) aq),-..? wPjal >*..> a,)>, (4) 
where the wi(al ,..., a,) are R/I-words on the uj’s, i.e., 
combinations of a, )‘.., a,. As usual M can be made into an 
defining 2.4. r= 2~. (r+ I) for any 24 EM, rE . Then of cmrse u si = 
u.(si+I)=u.I=Q for l<i<n. Consequen resentation for M as 
module can be obtained from the pr~se~t~t~o~ (4) by adding the 
f ns a,i.si=Q for I<j<q, l<i<ns and by Ke~~a~~~g the 
ients in the wi by coset representatives (chosen arbi~rar~~y~, IS., 
repplace r + I by T. Note that this presentation can 
Conversely, if M is an R/I-module, then any pr 
module can be made into an R/I presentation b 
coeffkients. Of course, I annihilates M. As 
~om~ut~b~~ity of R/I follows from the submodule 
~~~oLLA~~ 2.9. Suppose the commutative ring A is sub 
~om~utable~ There is a recursive procedur which, when applied to a j%te 
presentation of a commutative A-algebra and a finite set ju,s~~O, 24,) 0j 
words of R yields a finite presentation on the given gelzerators for the A- 
s~b~~gebra R, of R generated by {Us,,.., uI}. 
Inductive application of Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 yiel 
easily the following statement: 
LEMMA 2.10. Suppose the commutative ring A is s~bmo~~~e ~om~~t~b~e~ 
There is a recursive procedure which, whea applied to a finite set {fl S..If jr;, i 
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of polynomials in A[ y, ,..., y,, x, ,..., x,] yields a finite set of A[ y, ,..., y,]- 
generators for In A [ y 1 ,..., y,], where I is the ideal generated by {f, ,..., f,,}. 
The procedure is uniform in the given data. 
To apply this to prove Corollary 2.9 we proceed as follows: Assume that 
R is presented as an A-algebra as ” 
R = (b, ,..., b,; h,(b, ,..., b,) ,..., h,(b, ,..., b,)). (5) 
The map w from A [x1 ,..., xm] onto R defined by v/(x,) = bi (i = I,..., m) has 
kernel K, which is the ideal generated by {h,(x, ,..., x,) ,..., h,(x, ,..., x,)}. 
Define a map 8 from A[ y, ,..., y,, x1 ,..., xm] onto R by setting &xi) = bi 
(i = l,..., m) and O(yj) = u,(b, ,..., b,) E R (j= l,..., 1). Then 6 is an 
epimorphism whose kernel 1 is generated by the finite set of polynomials 
{h,(x, >..a, q,J,..., h,&, , . . . . x,J, ~1 - u,(x, ,..., 4, 
Now t9 restricted to A[ yr,..., yl] is an epimorphism from A[ y1 ,..., y,] onto 
the A-subalgebra R, of R whose kernel is In A[y,,..., y,]. Applying 
Lemma 2.10 we can effectively obtain a set of A[ y, ,..., y,]-generators for 
Z~AAY~,,..., yi ] and can thus effectively find a presentation for R,. This 
completes the proof. 1 
Here is another application: 
COROLLARY 2.11. Suppose the commutative ring A is submodule 
computable. Let R and S be finitely generated commutative A-algebras given 
by presentations. Then there is an eflective procedure to determine of an 
arbitrary function I from the given generators of R to words of S whether w 
defines a homomorphism and, if so, find a set of generators for the kernel of 
w and determine whether w defines a monomorphism. The procedure is 
untform in the given data. 
Proof. Suppose that R is given as in (5) and that the words 
w(b,),..., yl(b,) in the generators of S are given. By Theorem 2.7 both S and 
R are submodule computable. To decide whether v determines a 
homomorphism, compute v(hi(bi,..., b,)) (i = l,..., k) and decide whether 
these words are all equal to 0 in S. If not, w is not a homomorphism; if so, 
then w is a homomorphism. For the remainder of the proof we may assume 
w is a homomorphism. To decide whether w is a monomorphism first find a 
presentation for w(R) using Corollary 2.9. If we set ui = v(b,) (i = l,..., m), 
then the result can be written as 
w(R) z (u, ,..., u,; zI(u, ,... , u,) ,... , zt(ulr..., u,)). 
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Since v’: R -+ I+@) is defined by I,@,) = ui (i = I,..., m), the 
generated by the zi(b, ,..., b,) for 1 < I’< t. Hence the homom 
.rnQ~~rn~r~hisrn if and only if each zi(b, ,..., Is,) = 0 in 
this condition can be effectively checked using the corn 
The above arguments will now be modified to apply to the group ring 
case. The principal result is the following: 
THEQREM 2.12. Let H be a finitely generated normak §~bgr~~~ c(G and 
assume that G/H is polycyclic-by-finite. If ZH is s~bm~~~le ~~rn~~t~ble~ then 
LG is s~bmo~~le computable. In particular, the ~~tegr~~ group ping of a 
~~lycy~~i~-by-~~ite group is submodule computable” 
ProoJ By induction, it suffices to co er the two cases in which G 
ite or is infinite cyclic. Assume that is s~b~lod~~e corn 
is finitely generated, it follows that H c~rn~ut~b~e group 
in either case G is finitely generated and right 
141. Also one can easily show that in either case G has a solvable word 
problem and hence is computable. Thus ZG is a c~rn~~tab~e, right 
Noetherian ring. Let F be the free LG-module with finite basis <r >-..) c&. 
Lemma 2.1, to prove the theorem it suffices to show that F is s~brn~d~~e 
computable (uniformly). Let FO be the ~~-s~bm~dn~e of 6: generated by 
4 Y’..’ 5, * 
t let G/H be tinite with order k and suppose that 
x, = 1) is a coset dec~m~~siti~~. Then 
r each i the set FOxi can be regarded as a free 
aving basis {rrq,..., &xi}. Hence F, re 
basis {cjxi: 1 < i < k and 1 <j< q]. 
element u E F in terms of the basis {rjx 
write u = <, g, + t2 g, + .‘. + &g, where g, E ZG. 
hiI $ .‘. + xkhj, where hjlE ZH, SO t 
oreover, this expression can be effectively found from the original 
expression for u as a ZG-linear combination of basis elements. If N is the 
~G-s~bmod~le of F generated by {~r,...~ vRl, then the 
1 < i < k and 1 < j < q] generates N as a ZH-submo 
~y~~t~~sis that ZW is submodule computable there are al~~r~tbrns 85 decide 
membersbi~ in N (as either ZH- or ZG-subm 
~~ese~tati~~ for N on the generators {vjxii as 
Z G-submodule presentation on { ~1 I ,..., v for N we proceed as fohws: 
enlarge the set of relations already fo 
vj xi xI = vixt hi, where 3ci x, = x 
present&on is then also a presentation 
{V 1 ,~**9 vn] c {v,~ x,}, the device in the proof of Corollary 2.5 can ISQW be 
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used to extract a presentation on {V I ,..., v,} for N as ZG-module. This 
completes the proof in this case. 
(ii) Let G/H be infinite cyclic and suppose that G = gp(H, x). Then ZG 
is a free ZH-module with basis {xi: i E Z} and G = Uiee Hx’= UieP xi H 
is a coset decomposition for G mod H. As in the polynomial ring case, each 
fE F can be uniquely written in the form 
f = azs, cixiT (6) 
where each ci E Fb and cs # 0. Such an expression is called a polynomial in, 
x of degree p, although negative powers of x may be involved; and cq is the 
leading coefficient and cDxB the leading term. 
In this case F is free as a ZH-module with basis {&xj: 1 < i < q, j E Z}. 
To express a typical element f E F in terms of this basis one can first write 
f=kg, + ...+&gq, where g,EZG. Now each gj=CiePXi’ hji, where 
almost all hi, E ZH are 0. Consequently, f = Cisp (ri . xihIi + . + 
& xi . h,J is the desired expression. Expression (6) can be computed from 
this as f = CisE (<i . xihIix-’ + . . + <, . xi . h,,x-‘) . xi since H is normal. 
Using finite generation of H and the solution to the word problem, these 
expressions can be effectively found from the original expression forJ 
Let N be the HG-submodule of F generated by {vr,..., v,}. Replacing 
iv 1 ,..*, vn} by {v, . xk,..., u,xk} for sufficiently large positive k, we can 
suppose that the vi when expressed in the form (6) do not involve any 
negative powers of x. Fix a natural number d > the maximum of the degrees 
in x of 21, ..., v,. Now we proceed as in Lemma 2.4 with ZH in place of R 
and ZG in place of R[x]. The conclusion and argument hold almost as 
before with these replacements, but the following modifications must be 
made. Conditions (b), (c), and (d) must be replaced by the following con- 
ditions: 
(b’) if s E S, then deg(s) < d and s involves no negative powers of x; 
(c’) iff E N, deg(f) < d, andf involves no negative powers of x, then 
f E mo&dS); 
(d’) if sES and deg(s)<d, then s.xES; also if sES ands.x-’ 
involves no negative powers of x then s x-l E S. 
Observe that the ZH-module Mx is generated by {&xj: 0 < j < d and 
1 < i< q}. Let Tf be a finite set of generators for the ZH-submodule 
Mxn Lrthese can be effectively found by Lemma 2.2. The definition of 
St+ I in the proof of Lemma 2.4 must be altered to read: 
Si+r={f .~‘:fES~UTiUT[anddeg(f .xj),<dandf .xj 
involves no negative powers of x (here j E Z)}. 
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roperties (a), (b’), and (d’) are then clear from the ~~~str~~t~o~~ and 
property (c’) is verified along the previous Iines taking care 
x involved in the hS9s in a manner analogous to the 
wers. The proof of the analog of Corollary 2. 
replaced {vr ,..., vnj by {vr x~,...: U, ’ .xki 
resulting presentation for N, even though the generators are d~ff~re~t the 
same relations in terms 0 either set yield a ~r~se~tatio~~ This ~orn~~e~~s the 
roof of Theorem 2.12. 
bserve that the proof yields a bit of ad 
GORQLLARV 2.13. Let 6, N be as in em 2.12. suppose H is t’ 
free ZG-module with finite b let F, be the (free) Z 
~ubm~d~Ie generated by 5, ,..., recursive ~Yoced~re to $nd 
$0~ any givenflnite set of words {vl ,..., vn) in F a finite set 01 Z 
ge~e~~t~~§~~r the BH-module F, n mod,,({v, 9.397 ZJ, 1) 
T~~Q~~ 2.14. Let G be a finitely generated ~~~~~te~t-by-~~~te grotip 
given by a presentation. Then there is a recu 
given (a> a j%ite presentation of a ZG-module 
iw f 9~a.T wq} of M; and (iii) a Jinite set of eEem 
pnite presentation of the nK-submod~~e oj 
where K is the subgroup generated by {k , ,..., k,). The pyoced~ye is ~~~orrn ip~ 
the given data. 
e conjecture, but have not been 
olds more generally for G a ~~~y~yc~~~ 
From the results of [I ] ( see also Corollary 3.6 below) we can 
a presentation for K and solve the generalized word problem 
in 6. Also LK is submodule corn~~tab~~ by Theorem 2.12. ClearIy the 
same considerations apply to any other finitely generated s~bgr~~~ of G. 
The proof of the theorem will be accomplished by a series of re 
eventually to an application of Corollary 2.13. 
ule computable we can effectively find a finite p 
rnod~~~~~ ?.,.? w& Hence it suffices to prove the theorem in case jwr 9-n.: W4 i
are the given generators of M. Next, let K be a subgroup of finite index in K. 
Then we can effectively find a set { yr(=l),..., y,) of coset re~r~s~~tat~ves for 
E in by using the solution to the g~nera~~~~ word problem for K. Now 
mod,,(w, )..., W,)=modrdwiyi 1 <f<q, 1 <j< so that if we can find 
a finite presentation for the ZK-submodule generat by the {Wi Y,j) then we 
ain a presentation for the OK-modn~e venerated by the (wi] by 
retracing each formal generator cij in the ~~~s~~ta~~~ for modz~YWi yi: 
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1 < i < 4, 1 < j < p) by &i yj (recall y, = 1). Hence, to prove the theorem 
we may replace K by any subgroup z of finite index in K. 
By hypothesis G has a normal nilpotent subgroup H of finite index. Let 
R= K (7 H. Now subgroups of nilpotent groups are subnormal. So i? is 
subnormal in G. Hence we can effectively find a series of subgroups 
such that Ei+ JKi is either finite or infinite cyclic (0 < i < m). By induction 
on this series it sufftces to consider the case of a single step. Thus we are 
reduced to the case z r! G and G/E is finite or infinite cyclic. 
The given presentation for M as a ZG-module is, say, 
(c$ )...) c&; v, = 0 )...) v, = 0). 
Let F be the free ZG-module on the basis li ,..., &, and let F. be the (free) 
LK-submodule on these generators. Finally, let N be the ZG-submodule of F 
generated by (0, ,..., v,.}, so that A4 N F/N. Then 
mob(w, ,..., w,) N .Fo/Fb f-7 N, 
as Z’g-modules. But by Corollary 2.13 we can effectively find a set of ZK 
generators for F,, f? N. This completes the proof. I 
3. LOCALLY ABELIAN-BY-POLYCYCLIC GROUPS 
3.1. Let A be an abelian normal subgroup of a group E, and let G = E/A. 
For x E E and a E A, and g= XA one defines ag = x-lax which is 
independent of the choice of coset representative X. For an element 
v=z,g1+ . + z, g, E ZG where the zi are integers and the gi E G one 
defines a” = IT;=1 (agi)‘i. In this way A can be regarded as a multiplicatively 
written LG-module. Using this convention, a presentation 17(G, A) for the 
group E can be given in the following way: for generators of 17(G, A) take a 
set {a,, a,,...} of generators for A as BG-module together with a set 
{g,, g2,...} of generators for G. For defining relations of n(G,A) take the 
following three collections of relations: 
(1) If {ur = 1, u, = l,...} is a set of defining relations for G in terms of 
the given generators, take as relations in fl(G, A) a set of equations 
{u, = w,, u* = M’*,... }, where the wi are words in A, viewed as ZG-module, 
which are equal in E to the elements represented by the ui; 
(2) A set of relations for A as ZG-module in terms of the given 
generators; 
(3) The set of all equations ayaj” = a:ay for all i, j and all words u, v in 
the generators of G. 
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Of course the relations of type (3) are there to insure that A is 
module. Even if G is finitely presented and A is a finite presented ZG- 
(as happens for a finitely generated abeli~-by-polyc!~~li~ groups): the set of 
relations of type (3) is likely to be, of necessity, infinite. 
Let v: E+ E/A(= G) be the quotient map and put G,[A] = y-“(G,)s 
G, < G. wow G,[A] is an abelian normal subgroup of E if and only if (I) 6, 
is an abelian normal subgroup of G which acts trivially on A(a” = a for aPi 
u E G,, a E A) and (2) there exist e,, e, ,... in G,[A] such that I, q(ez) ,... 
generate 6, and [ei, ej] = 1 in E for all i, j. If G,[A ] is an abeiian normai 
subgroup of E, G,[A] is a Z(G/G,)-module which is an extension of the 
~(G/~~)-module A by G,, viewed as a ~(GjG~)-module. 
now present E in analogous fashion by ~~s~in~ G, 
m e part. Let x, , x2 ,... be words in gi , g, ,.‘. which generat 
we obtain a presentation G/G,,G,jA]j for E 2s 
ymbols b,, b,,... (in 1-1 corre rice with the xi) to the 
enerators. Add the type (1) rel xl = b,, x2 = b,,.... Lee 
fining relators for 6, as a L( module in terms of the 
generators b L ) b, ,... . These are equal in E to words z, 9 z2 5.~I in A. Add the 
equations u, = zI, u2 = z*,... to the type (2) relations, expressed in Z(G/G,)- 
module form. Finally, include the bts among the type (3) relations Q,~. 
would like to omit the type (3) defining relations. If w 
at e slightly towards presentations, this is ~errn~ssib~e* 
L8(G, A) we mean the 4-tuple consisting of the four sets 
{gl, g,,... 1, the type (1) relations, and the ty 
regarded as a weak-presentation of E where 
understood, but not specifically included. This 
G is finitely presented, and A is a finitely 
is afi e weak-presentation (i.e., its ge 
sets )- oreover, if G, is a finitely generat 
GoPI is abelian, then the finite 
~~rres~o~di~~ to pushing 6, down into 
~n~te~y many additions to d(G, A). 
Observe that conversely any weak-presentation (6, A) aet~rrnj.~~s a 
group E, called “the group presented by d(G, A),” simply fo~rni~~ the 
associated ordinary presentation II(G, A), i~c~nd~n~ 
The res~~~i~~ group E clearly has G as a quotient. However, in general, the 
dule A will not be embedded in E because the eq~atio~s zli = wi of 
) in conjunction with the type (3) relations may imply some ZG- 
modde relations among the aj which do not hold in A. 
Let F denote the free group on { g, , g, ,... } and 
F generated by the words {u,, u, ,..*}. Then G ?Z 
module with module generators the images of t efine a function 
to A by B(u,[R, R]) = wi fsr ali i. %h 
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natural map embeds A into the group E if and only if B defines a ZG- 
homomorphism of ZG-modules. If this is the case, then the ZG-module A is 
an abelian normal subgroup of E and E/A z G. Accordingly the presentation 
fl(G, A) (respectively the weak presentation d (G, A)) will be called proper in 
case the natural map embeds A into the group E presented by d(G, A), i.e., 
in case 19 is a ZG-homomorphism. 
The following gives a method for recognizing proper weak presentations. 
LEMMA 3.0. Let G be aJnitely presented group and suppose that ZG is 
submodule computable. Then there is an algorithm to determine of an 
arbitrary weak finite presentation A(G, A) whether or not A(G, A) is proper. 
Moreover if A(G, A) is not proper, there is an aigorithm to obtain a proper 
presentation A,(G, A ,) which presents the same group as A(G, A) by adding 
suitable type (2) relations (so A, is a quotient of A). 
ProoJ Denote by 5 the augmentation ideal of the integral group ring ZF 
and by % the kernel of the natural map ZF-H ZG. Then (see pp. 271-272 of 
Rotman [ 161, for example) we have R/IR,Rl 2 %/,a. Now g/ma is free as a 
ZG-module with basis the elements (gi - 1) + Y@ (for all i) and the ;ZG- 
homomorphism embedding R/,H,Rl into 5/m8 sends uj[R, R] to (uj- 1) + 8%. 
The coefficients of (uj - 1) + %g in terms of the given free basis can be 
computed using Fox derivatives. 
Since 5/s8 is a finitely generated free ZG-module, a presentation for 
Rl tR,RI as ZG-module can be effectively found because EG is submodule 
computable. Hence also one can effectively decide whether 8 defines a ZG- 
homomorphism, i.e., whether A(G, A) is proper. If not, by adding the type 
(2) relations to A necessary to make 0 a ZG-homomorphism the required 
A,(G, A,) can be obtained. 
In the remainder of this section we will be concerned with groups G which 
are polycyclic-by-finite. In view of Lemma 3.0, we may assume henceforth 
that all finite weak presentations A(G, A) with G polycyclic-by-finite are 
proper. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that A(G, A) is a finite weak-presentation, and G is 
a polycyclic-by-finite group. Then there is a recursive procedure which, when 
given a finite set {x1,..., x,,} of words in the generators of G, determines 
whether or not the subgroup G, they generate is a normal abelian subgroup 
of G and whether G,[A ] is abelian; if so the procedure also yields a finite 
weak-presentation A(G/G,, G,[A]) gotten by pushing G, down into the 
module part. The procedure is uniform in the given data. 
ProoJ Let A(G, A) be generated by {g, ,..., g,} and {a, ,..., a,}. Using the 
solution to the generalized word problem for G, in G, proved below in 
Corollary 3.6, we can decide whether g;‘xj g, E G, for all i, j, i.e., whether 
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or not 6, is normal in G. Using the solution to t e word problem fcx G we 
can decide whether G, is abelian. Since ZG is brn~d~le cQmp~table~ we 
C8II ide whether xixj = xjxi for all i, j nn the group E 
A(G3 and also whether a;’ = aj for all i, j, i.e., whether 6, a 
Hence we can decide whether G,[A] 
weak 
is abelian. If so, a suitable finite 
~rcse~tation A (G/G,, 6, [A ]) can be found using the subm 
~~~~~tab~~~ty of LG nd Z(G/G,) and algorithms known for 6. 
completes the proof. 
3.2. ow a polycyclic-by-finite group G has solvable generalized word 
problem (see below, Corollary 3.6). Consequently, one can 
two finite sets of elements generate the same s~b~~o~~ of 
eac;l belongs to the subgroup generated by the other). It therefore follows, 
because G satisfies the maximum condition, that one can 
finite set of generators for the normal closure of a finite set o 
conjugating by the given generators for G until the subgr 
enlarged-a fact that can be effectively tested by the procedure suggested 
above). This observation is used in the following result. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G, N be finitely generated ~~~~~te~t-~y-~~~te gr52.q~~ 
and let A(G, A), A(H, B) be Jinite weak-~re~e~t~t~~~~~ Then there is a 
r~~~~5~v~ procedure is determine of an ~rb~t~~~y ~~n~t~~~ # from the 
generators ofA(G, A) to words in the generators ofA( 
defines a homomorphism of the groups presented and, 
is a rno~~rno~p~i~rn. The procedure is ~~~~o~,rn 
~~e~e~tat~~~s. 
enote by E(G, A) and E(H, 
) has H as a quotient group ere we assume 
Suppose 4 is a function from the generato 
’ of d(G, A) to words in the generators of A( 
) is equal to a word of form bh, with b a wlord on the 
module, i.e., a ZH-linear combinat 
d on the H generators. Moreover, such a re~rese~~at~o~ can be found 
the given words. Hence we may su Ose that #(ai) = bjh, 
#(gj) = bq+jhq+j (1 <j< I), wlaere bi’S aXl hi’s are 2iS 
o be the subgroup of E(H,B) generated by jbrh,,.,., b,+,h,+!j. 
resuEts of [I], we may effectively find a fmite set of words 
h,+[)} which are a set of ~~~~~~~g relatkms for the 
generated by {h, ,..., h,, Then the words 
bq+&d,..., zl(blhl,..., b,+lh,+l) generate 
~~~lyi~g Theorem 2.14 we can effectively fin 
nerators. Consequently, with the d 
finite weak-presentation A(H,, , II,) 
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Of course, if v, defines a homomorphism its image is just the subgroup E, 
and p,(A) will be an abelian normal subgroup of E,. Denote by N the normal 
closure in E, of the words {b, h, ,..., 9 4 b h }. Then v, defines a homomorphism 
if and only if v, preserves the type (1) and (2) relations of d(G, A) and N is 
abelian. Whether or not the type (1) and (2) relations of d(G, A) are 
preserved by q’can be effectively checked using the solution to the word 
problem for E,,, and hence we can assume hereafter these relations are 
preserved. 
Next we show how to decide whether or not N is abelian. The subgroup 
NB,,/B, if H, is the normal closure of the elements h, ,..., h, in H,, and 
NB,/B, is finitely generated since H,, satisfies the maximum condition on 
subgroups. Thus there is a finite set {sr ,..., s,} 2 {hr,..., h,} of conjugates of 
the hi’s which generate NB,/B,. By systematically adding conjugates of the 
hi’s and applying the algorithm in the proof of Lemma 3.1, such a finite set 
{S , ,.**, s, } can be effectively found. Also we can effectively decide whether 
NB,/B, is abelian, and we may assume this is so because otherwise N is not 
abelian and IJJ not a homomorphism. 
By results of [ 1 ] we can find effectively a finite set of defining relations for 
NB,/B, in terms of the generators {s r,..., sn}. As each sj is a conjugate of an 
hi these defining relations may be regarded as ZH,-module words in the hi’s, 
say w,(h, ,..., &J,..., wm(h, ,..., h,). Then the hHO-submodule of B, generated 
by the elements {wl(b,h, ,..., b,h,) ,..., w,(blhl ,..., b,h,)} is precisely B, n N. 
Now, in view of our previous reductions, N is abelian if and only if each Si 
acts trivially on B, f7 N and the si commute with each other viewed as 
elements of E,. These can be effectively decided because ZH, is submodule 
computable. Consequently there is an effective method to determine whether 
q defines a homomorphism. 
Assuming now that IIQ is a homomorphism, it remains to determine 
whether or not v, is a monomorphism, i.e., an isomorphism of E(G,A) with 
E, c E(H, B). 
Since q is an epimorphism and so q(A) = N, the group NB,/N is a 
quotient of a subgroup of G. Since G satisfies the maximum condition on 
subgroups NB,/N is finitely generated. Thus B,,/B, TI N z NB,/N is a 
finitely generated abelian group. A finite set of generators for B,/B, n N 
can be found effectively as follows: B, is generated as a ZH,,-module by 
{Z 1 ,***, z~}. Since B,,/B, f7 N is a finitely generated abelian group there is a 
finite set Z = {zy} of H,-conjugates of the zi’s in B, whose images generate 
B,/B, f7 N; that is such that any Ho-conjugate of an element of Z lies in the 
subgroup 2 generates mod B, n N. Such a set Z can be effectively found by 
systematically enumerating those equations among conjugates of the zi)s 
which hold mod B, n N. 
Having found such a finite set of generators 2: for B,/B, n N we find 
another weak finite presentation for the group E, in the form A(H, , B, n N), 
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E,IB, f7 N is an extension of 
is a finitely generated abelian g 
computability of ZN, a presentation of B, f7 N on the kno 
{W 1 r-..5 w,] can be effectively found. Also a pr~se~tat~o~ of 
the generators C as ZH,-module can be effectively found. The group 
be presented on the generators of H, together 
easy to check that defining relations for N, can effectively fmnd and 
the required type (I) relations so that E, is p 
presentation d(N,, B, f7 N). Note that d(H,, B,) is equiva 
Tietze transformations) to the presentation obtained from A 
pushing the subgroup B,/B, n N of H, down into the module part. 
Now the epimorphism q~ has the property that p(A) 
,fIqe(A> and that &4)/B, n N is a finitely generated 
subgroup of PI,. As before a finite set of generators for cp(A 
effectively found. As in Lemma 3.1 this subgroup of 15, can 
into the module part to obtain a weak finite ~re~e~tatio~ o 
,/N,Nj, that is in the form A(H,/yl(A): p(A)). 
(a is an isomorphism if and only if the induced 
is an isomorphism and then q+t is a ZG-mo 
The first of these conditions can be effectively checked bet 
Iaolycyclic-by-finite, while the second can be chec 
submodule computable. This completes the proof of Le 
bserve that the proof of Lemma 3.2 yields t e fo~~o~i~g by-~rQd~~t~ 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let H be finitely generated l~i~~ote~t-by-~~~t~, and let 
) be a finite weak-presentation. Then there is a ~ec~~~ive ~~oced~~e 
given a finite set of words in the generators ofd( 3, yields @ginire 
week-presentation A(H, , B,) for the subgroup they generate. The ~~oced~~e 
is m$orm in the given data. 
This leads us to our main embedding result. 
THEOREM 3.4. A countable locally abel~a~-by-~~~ote~t-by-~~~te group 
can be embedded in a jXtely presented group. 
Proof, Let W be the recursively presented group obtained by taking the 
union of all finite weak-presentations d(G,, A,> where G, is finitely 
generated nilpotent-by-finite and the generating sets are disjoint but all come 
from a fixed countable alphabet. Now apply Theorem 2. 
Lemma 3.2. 
emu&. It should be possible to replace “‘nilpotent” y ‘~~oly~~c~i~” in 
the statement of Theorem 3.4. In fact, Lemma 3.2 has been written with this 
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result in mind. All that is needed is a result for the polycyclic case which 
yields a theorem analogous to our Theorem 2.14, mutatis mutandis. 
Of independent interest is the following lemma and its corollary, used 
above. 
LEMMA 3.5. If G is aJinite extension of the Jnitely generated group H 
having solving generalized word problem, then G has solvable generalized 
word problem. 
ProoJ Let 1 -+ H 4 G -+h F + 1 be exact, where F is finite and H is 
finitely generated and has solvable generalized word problem. Let W = 
gP(wl,***> w,.) where w, ,..., w, are elements of G and assume for some g E G 
we are to decide if g E W. Since G is finitely generated 17: G --+t F is 
computable. Thus we decide if n(g) E n(W). If not we are done. Assume 
Ii(g) E n(W). This means there is some word u = u(w, ,..., w,) such that 
n(g) = n(u), or equivalently, g’ = g- ‘u E H(=ker 17>. But g E W if and 
only if g’ E W. Hence, we decide whether g E W by deciding whether 
g’ E W n H. Since H has solvable generalized word problem, we can solve 
the latter problem if we can produce generators for H f-7 W. Let @ be a free 
group on a, ,..., a, mapped onto W by q: ai --t wi (i = l,..., r). The kernel K of 
no v, is finitely generated since it has finite index in the finitely generated 
group @. Furthermore, by Schrier’s theorem the rank a of K is known. We 
effectively find a free generators for K by Nielsen’s method. 
Lexicographically well-order @ and denote this order by <. For each VE Sp 
we can decide if VE K since 17 0 v, is computable. Define A, = 
gp(X: X E @ ~7 K and X< V). A, is a finitely generated subgroup of @ 
whose generators can be effectively ‘found. Using the solution to the 
generalized word problem in @ we decide if VE A,. If not, put V E U, 
otherwise go to the next V. When U has 01 elements Vi, ,..., Vi, it is a basis for 
K by [ 10, Proposition 2.91. Then q(Vi,),..., o(VJ generate Hn W, 
completing the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 3.6. The generalized word problem is solvable in polycyclic- 
by-finite groups. 
4. FURTHER APPLICATIONS OF EFFECTIVENESS IN MODULES 
4.1. In this section several additional results are obtained which depend 
on algorithms developed in Section 2, particularly the algorithms for finitely 
generated commutative rings. We begin with the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a finitely presented commutative ring. Then 
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there is an algorithm to decide of an arbitrary~~~te~y presented A- 
whetter or not M isflnitely generated as an abe~~a~ group. 
The result is trivially true for the rin 
that A is submodule computable. By the 
Lemma 2.8 and by induction it suffices to consider 
R = Z[Y, 9..*9 Y,, ] and where the corresponding 
may assume that the A-module M is given as 
Lemma 2.4. In ad 
F, = mod,(ri, xj: 0 < j < 1). 
Then F, and Fd are as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
eca!l that the set S constructed in Lemma 2.4 is a set 
generators for F, n N by property (c). By the assumed algorit 
can effectively decide whether FJFd n N is a whitely federated abehan 
group. If not, F/N is certainly not a finitely generated abe~~a~ group and we 
are done. Assume hereafter that FJFdnN is a ?%Gtely 
group. 
Let Ki be the R-submodule of F,, generated by the toe 
set of generators for F, n N (i = O,..., d). These can be e~e~t~ve~y found by 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.2. Let 
=KofK, + “. + 
and note that K c F,. We claim that FIN is a finitely venerate 
group if and only if K = F,. 
Suppose first that K = F,. Then if f E F has degree greater than Q!~ there 
are elements in F,17 N which can be used to reduce the gree of F module 
N because the leading coefficient off lives in K = F,. ence, F,+N=F 
and 
which we know is finitely generated. 
Conversely, suppose K # F,. Observe that by the eo~stru~tio~ of 
fE N has leading coefficient in K. Pick a fixed element b E F, -K 
bx’ 6 N for any i > 0. Moreover bx” is not congruent module N to 
linear combination of {b, bx, bx’,..., bx’- ’ 1, for such congruence wsul 
an element of N with leading coefficient b @ pi; ~ontradict~g our p 
observation. ence the abelian subgroup of F/N generated by (bx’: i > 01 is 
not finitely generated. 1 
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COROLLARY 4.2. There is an algorithm to determine of an arbiraryfinite 
weak presentation of a metabelian group whether or not the group presented 
is polycyclic. 
Proof This follows immediately from the above Theorem 4.1 combined 
with the fact that the group ring of a finitely generated abelian group is 
finitely presented as a ring. fl 
4.2. If R is a commutative integral domain and M is a finitely generated 
R-module, then (according to a result in [4, p. 1311) M is torsion free if and 
only if M can be embedded in a finitely generated free R-module. This can 
be applied to give the following: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let the commutative integral domain R be submodule 
computable. Then there is an algorithm to determine of an arbitrary finitely 
presented R-module M whether or not M is torsion free and toJind a set of 
generators of the torsion submodule of M. 
Proof. Try to find by enumeration a torsion element of M. At the same 
try to find an embedding of M into a finitely generated free R-module. If M 
is torsion free such an embedding will eventually be found and we are done. 
If M is not torsion free a nonzero torsion element m, of M will be found. 
Form 
M, = Wmod,(m,), 
and restart the procedure for M,. That is, try to embed M, in a finitely 
generated free R-module or to find a torsion element of M, . If I@ is the 
torsion submodule of M, then the torsion submodule of M/a is {O}. Since R 
is Noetherian and A4 is finitely generated, repetition of the procedures given 
above will eventually yield after say k steps a torsion free module Mk. The 
elements m 1 ,..., mk are a set of R-generators for the torsion submodule a 
OfM. I 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let the commutative integral domain R be submodule 
computable. Then there is an algorithm to determine of an arbitrary finitely 
presented R-module A4 whether or not M is a submodule of a free module. 
4.3. Next we will give an algorithm for determining the additive order of 
elements in certain modules. For technical reasons we introduce the 
following decision problem: 
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~~0~~~~ (*). Determine for any finitely ule 
elements v, ,.**, v,, and u of h4 whether or not there is a ~o~zer~ i 
such that 
LEMMA 4.5. Let R be a submodule ~omp~~t~b~e ring for which 
problem (*) is recursively solvable. Then Proble (“) is so~vablefor 
ProoJC. We adopt the notation of Lemma 2.4. suffaces to solve 
roblem (*) for the free R[x] module F and the submo 
N = modRlxl(v, ,..‘, 21~)~ 
Let g E 8; and let d be an integer greater than the ~ax~~~rn of the 
g and the v1 )...) v,. Then, for any nonzero integer k, k .g E lV if 
n g E mod,(S), where S is as defined in Lemma 
~ypotbes~s we can effectively decide whether this is 
T~~Q~~~ 4.6. Let R be either Z or a ~omp~t~b~e~e 
fitiitely generated commutative R-algebra. There is 
of ar2 arbitrary element u of a finitely presented 
order of II. 
y hypothesis Problem (*) is rec~rs~ve~~ solvable 
d Lemma 4.5 Problem (*) is recursively solvable for 
for any 2 > 0. Hence Problem (*) is recursively sol le for A. A 
solution to Problem ( to the trivial submodule o we can de 
additive order of U. 
4.4. In [ 11 we have shown that a count le localily linear grou 
ounded degree (over fields) can be embedded in a ~~i~ei~ 
(with solva word problem). Our proof depended on the 
al’cev [ 1 l] to the effect that such roups are a~t~a~~y linear 
s, together with the existence of universal computable co~ntab~c fie1d.s 
yield universal countable linear groups which are rec~rs~ve~~ 
Now we wish to improve on our previous result. First, observe 0 
al’cev’s argument [ 111, with minor modi~c~tio~s, can be adapted to 
establish the following: 
LEMMA 4”7 (Mal’cev ill]). Let G be a gvolkp such that each j%tte/~ 
generates subgroup N of G can be embedde 
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commutative ring R, depending on H, with n fixed for all H. Then G can be 
embedded in GL(n, A) for some commutative ring A. 1 
A group G satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.7 will be called “locally 
linear of bounded degree n (over commutative rings).” If, in addition, G is a 
countable group, it is clear the ring A in the conclusion of Lemma 4.7 can 
also be chosen to be countable. As an application of Section 2 we have the 
following: 
THEOREM 4.8. Let A be a countable commutative ring. Then GL(n, A) 
can be embedded in a finitely presented group, and the direct limit GL(A) of 
all the GL(n, A) can be likewise embedded in a finitely presented group. 
ProoJ: Let R be a finitely presented commutative ring. Then R is 
submodule computable. Also, since an element r of R is a unit if and only if 
rR = R, one can effectively decide whether an element r of R is a unit. 
Hence, one can effectively decide whether an n X n matrix over R lies in 
GL(n, R). Thus, the groups GL(n, R) and GL(R) are recursively presented 
(in the sense of [ 11). If R, is an enumeration of all finite presentations of 
commutative rings, according to Corollary 2.11 we can effectively list all 
ring monomorphisms from one R, to another. Consequently we can 
enumerate the induced embeddings from one GL(R,) to another. Let K be 
the free product of all the GL(R,). Again, K is recursively presented. As in 
[l] we can add stable letters which realize by conjugation all the induced 
embeddings among the GL(R,) and thereby obtain recursively presented 
group K* which is embeddable in a finitely presented group. Now A is a 
union of copies of some subset of the R,. Hence, it follows as in [l] that 
GL(A) is embedded in K* and hence in a finitely presented group. fl 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.8 we have an alternate proof of the result 
of [2]. 
COROLLARY 4.9. A countable metabelian group G can be embedded in a 
finitely presented group. 
ProoJ: G can, according to a result of Remeslennikov [ 131, be embedded 
in a GL(2, A), where A is a countable commutative ring. 1 
5. COMPUTING HOMOLOGY GROUPS 
5.1. Let R be a submodule computable ring and suppose that M is a 
finitely presented R-module. Then one can effectively find any desired 
number of terms in a free resolution 
. +F$+Fn-,+ . . . +F,~F,+M+O, (1) 
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by finitely generated free R-modules. This is 
le computability of R as follows: P, ani 
are obtained from the given presentation for 
a finite set of R-module generators for the kernel 
assume Fi, di and a finite set of generators for Ivi = ker cdj have been fou 
ince is submodule computable we can effectively fin finite presentation 
of the snbmod~le Ni of Ft. This provides an ~so~o~p~~~s IV. ii1/- i--i 
and Ni, where Fj+ 1 is the underlying free module. ‘We ‘+ 1 to be 
the appropriate quotient map. Continuing in this way we can effectively find 
any number of terms in a free resolution (I). 
Now a finitely presented flat module is projective (see, e.g., [l6, p 90, 
Coroliary 35jj. This turns out to be a key factor in the proof of t 
fohowing: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let R be a submodule comp~tabie ring. The 
algorithm to determine of an arbitrary finitely presemed 
whetter not M is projective. Hence, if the p ective dimension of an 
module is finite it can be effectively determin 
ProoJ The module M is given by a finite ~r~sent~tio~~ say, 
where F is free and the sequence is exact. Now 
an R-homomorphism 9,: M+ F such thaf 
is flat if and only if for every ideal I of 
holds; (see, e.g., [16, p. 88, Theorem 3.553) 
projective we begin two effective processes. 
~~orn~rnor~hisrns C+X M-+ F and then check to 
fact n/r is projective such a v, wiil eventual1 
cond, we enumerate all ideals I o 
heck to see whether equation (E) 
then an ideal I will be found for which Eq. (E) fails a we will be finished. 
e: case we will have determined whether or not 
ady noted, in this case flat modules are ~rojec~lve. 
Finally to compute the projective dimension of an -module M we begin a 
free ~esQiutio~ as in (1) and succes ecide whether AI, = ker “zi is 
projective. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let the commutative ring R be szlbmo e ~ornp~t~~~e~ Let 
M, N be finitely presented R-modules. Then there is effective method 
whereby one can find finite presentations Jar each of the -modules 
Exti(M, IV) and Torf(M, N)- 
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Proof. To compute Extf;(M,N) and Tort(M, N) begin by constructing 
the first IZ + 1 terms of a free resolution of M as in (1). Observe that if F, is 
free of finite rank k, then Hom,(Fi, N) N Fi OR N2: N @ . . . @ N (ki 
copies). The induced R-homomorphisms dT: Nki+ Nki+’ and die: Nki -+ Nki-’ 
can be written down explicitly. Hence, the homology R-modules can be effec- 
tively found. I 
LEMMA 5.3. Let the commutative ring R be submodule computable and 
let 0 + N 4 L tt M-+ 0 be an exact sequence of finitely presented R- 
modules. Then there is a procedure, uniform in the given data, to determine 
whether or not the sequence splits. 
ProoJ Construct as in (1) the first few terms of a free resolution of M. 
We have the following diagram 




Then there exist homomorphisms a and /3 (as shown) which make the 
diagram above commutative (see, e.g., [ 16, p. 2031) and which can be effec- 
tively found. Now a determines unambigously a class [a] E Exti(N, M) and 
the bottom sequence splits if and only if [a] = 0. This can be effectively 
checked by Lemma 5.2 and the submodule computability of R. 1 
Next we prove 
THEOREM 5.4. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group and let A4 be a 
finitely presented ZG-module. Then H,,(G, M) is a finitely generated abelian 
group. Moreover there is a recursive procedure which yields for each n > 0 a 
finite presentation of this finitely generated abelian group H,,(G, M). The 
procedure is uniform in the given data. 
Proof. By definition H,(G, M) = TorF(M, Z). Instead of the “usual” 
procedure of resolving Z, we find effectively a free resolution of M as in (1) 
using the submodule computability of ZG (Theorem 2.13). The groups 
H,(G, M) are found by applying the functor -&Z and taking the 
homology of the resulting sequence: 
-+ F&a Z - di@1 Fi-l@LGE+... +F,&aZ+O. (2) 
Now each of the groups FiOaG Z can be regarded as a finitely generated free 
abelian group on the given generators of F,. The maps and groups in (2) can 
be obtained from those in (1) by replacing all occurrances of elements 
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y e(r) E Z, where E: ZG-t Z is e a~~~e~tatiQ~ map. 
of (2) is then easily determined. 
iesi has pointed out the following come 
~~~oLLAR~ ,5.5. Let G be a polycyclic- 
~e~~~ated LG-module then the groups 
finitely generated abelian groups. 
Pro& That the groups H,(G, M) are finitely 
Theorem 5.4. Now G contains a normal subgroup 
bony-~~~~ite-cyclic (Hirsch [7]). So K satisfies Point 
ce the groups H”(K, L) are finitely generated for every ~~~te~y 
module L. It follows from a remark of Serre [ 18, p. lOI] that 
is finitely generated. 
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